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Abstract
During the last decades, cultural heritage collections have been digitized, for example, for the use of academic scholars.
However, earlier studies have mainly focused on the use of textual materials. Thus, little is known about how digitized
photographs are used and searched in digital humanities. The aim of this paper is to investigate the applied search tactics
and perceived barriers when looking for historical photographs from a digital image archive for research and writing tasks.
The case archive of this study contains approximately 160,000 historical wartime photographs that are openly available.
The study is based on a qualitative interview and demonstration data of 15 expert users of the image collection searching
photographs for research and writing tasks. Critical incident questions yielded a total of 37 detailed real-life search examples
and 158 expressed barriers to searching. Results show that expert users apply and combine different tactics (keywords,
filtering and browsing) for image searching, and rarely using one tactic only is enough. During searching users face various
barriers, most of them focusing on keyword searching due to the shortcomings of image metadata. Barriers were mostly in
the context of the collection and tools. Although scholars have benefited from the efforts put into digitizing cultural heritage
collections, providing digitized content openly online is not enough if there are no sufficient means for accessing the content.
Automatic annotation methods are one option for creating metadata to improve the findability of the images. However, a better
understanding of human information interaction with image data is needed to better support digitalization in the humanities
in this respect.

Keywords Digital humanities · Digital images · Image archives · Image search · Image retrieval

1 Introduction

During the last decades, considerable investments have been
made to enhance digitalization and open access to data in
the humanities. In consequence, cultural heritage collections
have been digitized for the use of academic scholars and
others interested in the contents. Digitization of archival
materials and online access have not only offered greater
availability for the use of such collections but also created
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new research possibilities for the digital humanities (DH).
For example, the use of digital data includes quantitative
approaches accompanied by more traditional methods such
as close reading [34]. Open access to digital content has also
changed the traditional role of the archives from being mere
protectors and preservers of records toward data providers
[43].

Historical photographs are one example of cultural her-
itage collections that have been digitized widely. In the fields
of art history and visual studies, a tradition for theoretical
considerations of images as data and shaping of visual schol-
arship exists [16, 27, 42]. Nevertheless, there is a dearth of
user-centered studies, focusing on how historical digitized
photographs are utilized and searched in DH research. Most
of the earlier studies have focused on textual collections such
as books or newspapers [2, 15]. Yet, photographs are impor-
tant primary sources in the history domain, and they are used,
for example, for knowledge creation [3, 9].
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It is commonly agreed that images are difficult to find as
their searching is mostly reliant on textual descriptions [60].
Creatingmetadata for imagesmay be challenging as the read-
ing of an image depends on the viewer, resulting in potential
divergent readings of the same image. However, images are
always born and represented in a specific context that influ-
ences their reading [27] and the searchers’ interpretations of
the images may change throughout the search process [12].
Searching for historical photographs becomes even more
challenging due to the frequently incomplete or historically
contextual descriptions associated with these images [51].
This makes image searching in a historical context a chal-
lenging research field that imposes requirements beyond the
mere availability of digitized materials. Merely opening the
image collections is not enough if the contents cannot be
found, accessed, interoperated, and reused, as advocated by
the FAIR principles [59].

However, studies focusing on historical image searching
practices from digital archives are rare. It is not yet known
how scholars manage to find historical images and what bar-
riers they face when doing so. This information is vital in
improving and supporting the usability of such collections
[6]. This necessitates qualitative research on image search-
ing to gain a deeper understanding of how people search for
images in their real-life tasks and interpret their experiences
[10, 39]. The information needs are derived from the context
of human behavior, which in the present study is the schol-
arly work of history researchers. The context shapes how
meanings are interpreted within the images.

This study seeks to address this research gap by study-
ing the search tactics employed and barriers perceived when
finding images fromadigital image archive containinghistor-
ical wartime photographs. This collection was not originally
intended for research purposes but rather to provide illustra-
tions for the propagandaorganization that operated during the
Second World War in Finland. After its digitization in 2013,
the collection has been a popular source of image data for,
e.g., genealogists, other hobbyists, and history researchers
in Finland. The study is based on qualitative interview and
demonstration data collected from expert users of the collec-
tion who search photographs for research and writing tasks.

Our research questions are:
RQ1. What search tactics are used for historical image

searching?
RQ2. What barriers do image seekers experience when

searching for the images?
The article will first provide a background on image uses

in DH research, search tactics used, and perceived barriers
to image searching. We continue by describing the research
methods, followed by results and discussion.

2 Background

2.1 Use of images in digital humanities

Over the past decade the digitalization of research materi-
als and tools for humanities has heavily influenced scholars’
ways of working [21, 34, 57]. Although some scholars might
still favor print over digital formats [20], many see digital
collections as essential for conducting research [54]. While
previous research has focused, for example, on the produc-
tion and needs for image metadata [8, 35, 46], there is no
comprehensive understanding of how humanities scholars
are able to access digitized images for their research pur-
poses.

Yet, digital images are important primary sources (i.e.,
research material) in history research. According to Chas-
sanoff [9], photographs provide a valuable historical ref-
erence for verification, documentation, or corroboration.
Historians use photographs for historical reasoning showing
and learning “what things looked like then” [9]. Historians
place significant importance on the trustworthiness associ-
ated with reputable institutions like archives and the origin
of the photographs when utilizing these images. They desire
original descriptive information, such as captions, keywords,
subject headings, originalmedium, and the size of the images
[9]. The contextual information about the creator of themeta-
data is also crucial for humanities scholars [46]. In some
cases, digital surrogates cannot replace the original paper
photographs, but historians can use the digital collections as
a tool for finding the photographs they need [9]. This applies
also to digitized textual materials [14, 54].

Beaudoin [3] studied image use among archaeologists,
architects, art historians and artists. She discovered that
images were used for various purposes such as knowl-
edge creation, conceptual modeling, inspiration, cognitive
recall, critical thinking, communication, emotion, engage-
ment, marketing, proof, social connection, translation, and
trust. In her study, it was observed that the image use differed
among user groups. Specifically, those in archaeology and
art history used images most often for knowledge creation of
their lecture presentations, as well as for their research and
subsequent publications. Indeed, Fidel’s seminal study ana-
lyzed image use as a data pole and an object pole [17] and
laterMcCay-Peet and Toms studied image use for illustration
and for information [40]. Conniss et al. [13] categorized the
use of images as knowledge construction into four distinct
categories: information processing, information dissemina-
tion, learning, and ideation.Other image needs that have been
identified in the research include entertainment, aesthetic
appreciation, engagement, inspiration, and social interac-
tions [10].
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2.2 Image searching

Although images are visual data, they are mostly searched
using text-based queries rather than by images. Cho et al. [10]
andWestman [58] offer extensive literature reviews on image
information behavior including image searching. Generally,
keyword searching and browsing are the central tactics in
image searching and the choice of the method that is applied
depends on the image need and functionalities provided by
the search system [13].

Studies have shown that keyword searching is the prior
tactic for image searching within and beyond the history
domain [32, 38, 41]. Users tend to favor very short queries,
such as isolated terms or simple expressions [11, 38, 49].
Choi and Rasmussen [12] focused on keyword searching and
analyzed the subject contents of queries in a digital image
archive of American history. The number of search keys
used by the participants varied between 1 and 15, the aver-
age being 4.87. Users having a general/abstract request used
more search keys compared with those having a specific,
generic/nameable, or subjective request. Participants rated
the date, title, and subject descriptions as the most important
factors representing images. Identified keyword categories
were the names of the kind of person, things, geographical
names, kind of event, action, condition, individual names,
and the date or period of time.

In addition, browsing is an important search tactic and
is often accompanied by keyword searching [9, 29, 32, 37,
38]. Browsing can be used either for finding the images or
for getting familiarized with the images to be able to per-
form keyword searching [13]. The study by Göker et al. [22]
showed that creative professionals used keyword searching
for targeted searching but in the case of broader searches, they
used browsing by categories. Browsing can also be used to
avoid the unintended exclusion of important images originat-
ing from too narrow queries [9, 37]. Further, browsing has
shown to be an attractive tactic for those users who have little
knowledge about the domain or collection [19]. According to
Münster et al. [44], art historians may use digital images for
serendipitous discovery when looking for inspiration at the
beginning of research processes. Also, Matusiak [38] found
that browsing was more likely to be exploited by those users
who were less confident with their digital search skills. The
confident users were more likely to use keyword searching
as a search tactic. However, the affordances that are provided
by the search interface influence user’s browsing behavior,
and sorting images into categories and providing thumbnails
of images encourages browsing [24, 50].

2.3 Barriers to image searching

Barriers are something that restrict or hinder the search pro-
cess and cause negative affections [31, 52]. To date, only

a handful of studies have concentrated on the analysis of
barriers to image searching, and only a few of them have
positioned themselves in the context of searching historical
images. These studies focusmainly on art history. Thus, there
is clear lack of studies in this respect.

Beaudoin andBrady [5] studied the imageuseby archaeol-
ogists, architects, art historians, and artists. They discovered
problems related to discoverability, copyright, size, and qual-
ity. Despite the large digitization projects over the past years,
another study showed that art historians were suffering from
the lack of open-access visual materials [44]. However, the
availability of materials varied between geographical loca-
tions and research specialties. Other barriers recognized in
the study were related to the quality of metadata, the resolu-
tion of the images, and the indication of rights of usage. Art
historians perceived the interfaces often as hard to use and
browsing too time-consuming.

More generally, literature review by Cho et al. [10]
revealed obstacles in image searching that were related to
semantic problems, content-based issues, technical limita-
tions, issues of aboutness, inclusivity issues, search skills,
and cognitive overload. Semantic problems that were seen as
themost important relate to the terminology or language used
in image retrieval systems. Text-based searching requires
metadata that has many shortcomings starting from the mis-
match between the contents and the textual descriptions, or
user interpretation and cost [28]. Clearly, images always con-
tain more information than can reasonably be included in
textual descriptions. Vocabularies and ontologies that are
developed for the systems can quickly become outdated
as the user needs are contextual and dynamic. Thus, they
require constant maintenance and upkeep [56]. Terminology
for describing images may not always meet the needs of dif-
ferent users, such as professionals vs. non-specialists [11].
Content-based problems are related to the identification of
image attributes [32]. Some studies have identified technical
barriers such as long load times, size, format, and resolution
of images [24, 25].

Beyond image retrieval, Kumpulainen and Late [31] stud-
ied the context of barriers to information interaction faced
by academic historians who were using digitized histori-
cal newspapers. They provide an analysis frame for barriers
occurring in four contexts: collection, task, tools, and socio-
organization. In their study, barriers related to searching and
selecting activity appeared mostly in the contexts of the col-
lection (e.g., OCR data) and tools (tools were not available
or they were too complicated).

3 Finnish wartime image collection

This study investigates the use of a unique digital collection
of Finnish wartime photographs containing around 160.000
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Fig. 1 The photograph archive interface. http://sa-kuva.fi

photographs from the SecondWorldWar during 1939–1945.
The collection is provided by the FinnishDefence Forces and
is also available in print format. The images in the collection
portray life on the home front, events and operations at the
front, the war industry, leisure time at the front, damages in
bombings, and the evacuation of Finnish Karelia. The pho-
tographs were often used for wartime propaganda, and they
weremainly takenbywartime InformationCompanyphotog-
raphers. Most of the photographs are in black and white, and
a small share of the material consists of color photographs
or video recordings. The collection was published online in
2013 and is openly available for all users (http://sa-kuva.fi/).

The digitized photographs can be accessed via an online
search interface (see Fig. 1) including keyword search,
advanced search (Boolean operators), and browsing. Fil-
tering options available include a pull-down menu for the
predefined stages of the war (Winter War, Continuation War,
Lapland War), temporal searching based on specific date
information, and selecting videos and images in color. In
addition, users can select “those without dates” to include
images lacking date metadata in their results. The result
page includes 15 thumbnail images for browsing. The users
can click a thumbnail to open a larger image, access related
metadata and load the image.At this stage, users can also sub-
mit additional information about the image for the archive.
Archive description, guidelines, and terms of use are pro-
vided.

The search is based on textual machine-readable metadata
of the images. Metadata is based on information that was
mostly created during wartime by the photographers who
were instructed to provide the name of the photographer, the

location, and the subject or event in the image. This informa-
tion was manually entered into the digital archive to form the
metadata for the images. However,metadata is partlymissing
because of the chaotic times during the photographing. The
photographers did not always have a chance to write any kind
of description, at least not in detail. Metadata also contains
spelling errors and other mistakes concerning, for example,
the date and location. The metadata has never been edited or
proofread. Metadata is mainly in Finnish, some in Swedish.

4 Research data andmethods

The research data were collected by semi-structured in-depth
interviews and complementing demonstrations about how
images were searched from the digital archive. The data
consist of 15 interviews collected during five months from
November 2021 to April 2022. All interviewees were active
users of the archive who regularly searched images for the
purposes of research and writing tasks. The selection of
the interviewees proceeded partly through the contacts of
the research team, partly through contacting organizations
where the archive was known to be used and partly by snow-
balling method (each interviewee was asked whether there
was someone else (colleague, etc.) suitable for the interview).
Among the interviewees there were two scholars who had
previously worked in the Finnish Defence Forces’ Photo-
graph Archive before the collection was digitized (in 2013).
The profile of interviewees is presented in Table 1.

Interviews were done online using video conference tool
Zoom, and all interviews were video-recorded. Interviews
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Table 1 Profile of the
interviewees

Age range and the number of interviews

Age 26–59 years (mean 44, median 46)

Work organization University (9), library/museum (2), private company (4)

Discipline Archeology (5), history (8), art history (1), ethnology (1)

Profession Academic scholar (11), professional writer (4)

were in Finnish, and data were collected until saturated.
The video files were transcribed full for analysis. The aver-
age length of one interview was 37min, and the interviews’
audio data run, in total, 9h and 10min. Before the interviews,
informed consents were collected from the interviewees. Part
of the interview data has been used in previous study [35].

Interview questions included background information
such as current status, research field and age. The following
questions applied a variation of the critical incident technique
[18]where intervieweeswere asked to describe theways they
had used the image collection by searching, selecting, and
saving images from the archive for their recent task. This
way we were able to collect descriptions of critical incidents
with the collection. The interview guide is included in the
Appendix A. However, interviews did not necessarily follow
the order of the questions in the guide, but the guide was used
as a checklist to keep track of the interview. The interviewees
were free to talk about their user experiences in any order they
wanted. In the demonstrations, interviewees were also asked
to recall a recent or typical search topic and demonstrate how
they searched the images. They were encouraged to think
aloud anddescribe their searches.During the demonstrations,
interviewees also brought up difficulties they had facedwhen
searching. This way we were able to collect insights beyond
the interview guide and the participants were able to articu-
late better their needs concerning the photograph archive. In
addition, the demonstrations helped the interviewees to recall
their concrete working practices and the barriers they faced
during searching. Participants shared their screens during the
online demonstration and their screens were video-recorded.
The voice recordings were transcribed into text.

4.1 Data analysis

Researcher triangulation was used to increase the validity of
the study. The datawere collected by one scholar and initially
analyzed by another. Finally, the coding and the interpreta-
tion of the results were discussed with the research team
to reach consensus. Content analyses were conducted using
Atlas.ti software and Microsoft Excel. The content analyses
consisted of the iterative readings of the interview transcripts,
open coding, and selective coding [55]. The open coding
focused on instances in the data describing information about
the search tactics and barriers to searching. Quotations from

the data were entered into two Excel spreadsheets. The first
spreadsheet contained the descriptions of the applied search
tactics that were further coded. We identified a total of 37
search descriptions from the data. Based on the coding, seven
combinations of search tactics were identified. By search
tactic we mean either searching by keywords, filtering, or
browsing. The descriptions of the use of different tactics and
their combinations were based on the interview data. The
second spreadsheet contained the descriptions of barriers to
searching. By a barrier, we mean the difficulties, obstacles,
or frustrations expressed by the interviewees during their
image search process. A total of 158 search-related barri-
ers were traced. The search tactic the barrier was related
to was coded in the spreadsheet. Next, the context of the
barriers was coded according to the model by Kumpulainen
and Late [31]. This model was chosen because it is particu-
larly suitable for categorizing barriers within the context of
DH research and digitized collections. To study the relation-
ship between the search tactic and the context of the barrier,
the variables were cross-tabulated. Quotations were selected
from the interviews to illustrate the search tactics and barriers
faced during searching. Quotations were loosely translated
from Finnish to English.

5 Findings

5.1 Search tactics

Interviewees searched the images from the collection for
research and writing purposes. Interviewees saw the collec-
tion as an important source for images, and its digitization
offered new possibilities for historical research.

When these images were published on the web, it was
a huge cultural investment, it basically revolutionized
in many ways the wartime history research, in the same
way as publishing the wartime journals [online]. [P15]

Interviewees searched images for illustration and infor-
mation. Illustration concerned searching images for books,
articles, socialmedia updates, or presentations.When search-
ing images for information, users’ goal was to collect
research data, fact-check, create teaching materials and
assignments and get helpwith historical reasoning. However,
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Table 2 Tactics applied for image searching and number of cases in
the interview data

Tactics N. of cases

I. Keyword (Image ID) 3

II. Advanced keyword + filtering + browsing 11

III. Keyword + filtering + browsing 8

IV. Advanced keyword + browsing 6

V. Keyword + browsing 3

VI. Filtering + browsing 5

VII. Browsing 1

in many cases, the needs overlapped. For example, inter-
viewees searching images for research data often also used
the images for illustration. Similarly, searching images for
illustration often included searching for information, as the
interviewees learned about the topics of interest and about the
collection during the process. During the searching, images
not necessarily relevant to the topicwere found, but theywere
interesting for other tasks.

Through these images, you’ll get an impression of the
scenery and the events.Although I did not use the image
directly [for visualization] it helped me to figure out
what it was like. For example, what it was like for the
soldiers located on the battlefield. [P6]

Interviewees searched either for a specific image from the
collection or one or a set of images related to the topic.When
searching images for research data, interviewees aimed to
find all the images of the topic of interest. The interviewees
used and combined three different search tactics, namely key-
word searching, filtering, and browsing for image retrieval.
Their prior knowledge about their information needs and
about the image they were looking for influenced the selec-
tion of search tactics. From the interview data we identified
seven different combinations of search tactics, which are pre-
sented in Table 2. In case I userswere able to trace the specific
imagewith a simple keyword,while in themost complex situ-
ation (caseVII) browsingwas the only search tactic available.
Between these two extremes, the users selected and com-
bined different tactics: keyword, filtering and browsing (case
II, III), keyword and browsing (case IV, V), and filtering and
browsing (caseVI).Most commonly users combined all three
tactics to search images (cases II, III). All tactics and combi-
nations were used for searching images for both illustration
and information.

In the simplest case (case I), the users knew the image they
were looking for and they already had specific information
about it. In this case, they were able to use, for example, a
photo ID number as a keyword and locate the image easily
without having the need to apply any other tactics. Photo ID
numbers were found to be a very useful way to track images

and users collected ID numbers from already found images
to be able to trace them again. Occasionally, users asked for
the photo ID numbers from the authors who had used the
images in their publications. Photo ID numbers were also
used to get on track with other images about the same topic
in the collection.

Historians’ detective work goes like this. You’ll get
a grip of one image that has an ID number, then you
follow the numbers, image by image. This way you can
get images related to the same topic. [P15]

However, typically the situation was more complex, and
the less information the users had the more they needed to
combine browsing with other tactics to locate the image or
set of images theywere searching for. Their information need
was either too abstract or they had no information about the
metadata related to the image in the collection. Typically,
the information need itself was broad and abstract (such as
“the feelings of soldiers”) and there was no simple way to
approach solving it.

In most cases, users were able to make keyword searches
(cases II, III, IV, V). Users searched with keywords using, for
example, named entities (e.g., names of people, locations, or
buildings), objects (e.g., animals, vehicles), temporal key-
words (e.g., summer), roles (e.g., soldier, child), activities
(e.g., skiing) or events (e.g., Christmas). They also searched
with non-visual attributes such as the name of the photogra-
pher.

Users needed to be creative and use their imagination in
selecting the keywords if they did not have prior knowledge
of the possible metadata. They needed background informa-
tion about the collection and its provenance, and information
about the historical context of the images. They were trying
to figure out how the image may have been described in the
original image caption within the historical context. Thus,
the keywords used in searching did not necessarily represent
the information needs directly, but the user’s conjecture of
the words used in the image captions.

A bread or a coffee or a hymnal or a tombstone are
examples of those that are included in the descriptions.
But if you think about things like bravery, or fear or
sadness or joy, that are very contextual and qualitative
concepts [...] In this type of material that was strictly
guided by the propaganda organization [...] every sen-
tence was looked at very closely. But if you search for
an image about bravery or joy you need to go around
and look from the viewpoint of a certain event or loca-
tion. We know that at a certain time and in a certain
place somethingmeaningful for the war happened. Can
we find images that were taken after this event that rep-
resent joy or sadness? Or canwe find images of sadness
by just using the keyword “funerals”? [P1]
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Finding the right keywords took a lot of time and nerves
from the users but during the process, they gained experience
of the collection that aided the searching.

It was about the tenth keyword that started to produce
the content we wanted to have. [...] You need to learn
how the engine works...and what which keywords to
use. [P14]

In addition to using their own imagination, users located
suitable keywords from other sources such as historical
books, and original physical photo envelopes, they asked for
information from their colleagues, and from already found
images. Many users were experienced in using the advanced
retrieval features in keyword searching, such as Boolean
operators (AND, OR, NOT) and truncation (cases II, IV).
These were helpful in including synonyms, and language or
spelling variants in the search.Although the dataweremainly
in Finnish, some captions were written in Swedish, which the
users needed to consider.

I’ve experienced that it’s easiest to find images from
there if you’re creative in including synonyms and use
truncation at the right places. [P3]

Filtering options provided by the system were also typi-
cally used (cases II, III, VI). Themost used filterwas “include
those without dates”, which broadened the search to those
images that lacked metadata about the date. If the users were
interested in images from a certain timeframe or had knowl-
edge about the time of the image, they were able to filter
the results by date or by the stage of the war (Winter war,
Continuation war, Lapland war). They could also filter the
images by color (color vs. black and white) and by content
type (still vs. video), but these options were not often used.
Indeed, none of the interviewees used video materials from
the collection.

Browsing was included in most cases (cases II, III, IV,
V, VI, VII). Typically, users needed to browse hundreds of
images from the search results. The less specific the search,
the more they needed to browse. During browsing the inter-
viewees checked the additional information related to the
images from the metadata. Although browsing was usually
combined with some other search tactic, in some cases there
were no other tactics available. One of the interviewees had
browsed the entire collection (case VII). Furthermore, some
interviewees browsed through the whole search result from
the first to the last image. However, when there were hun-
dreds or even thousands of images to browse, interviewees
might start browsing the images randomly trying to find the
right image by change.

5.2 Barriers to image searching

Although the interviewees were in general very pleased with
the collection, all agreed that searching the collection was
challenging. In total 158 expressions of barriers related to
searching the images from the collectionwere identified from
the data. Most of the barriers (n = 102, 65%) were related to
keyword searching and the rest to filtering (n = 29, 18%) and
browsing (n = 17, 11%). Some barriers (n = 10, 6%) were
related to more general problems in searching.

Barriers were categorized according to their context to
collection, tools, socio-organizational or task levels. Most of
the barriers were in the context of collection (n = 94, 60%)
and tools (n = 54, 34%). Only a few barriers were related to
the socio-organizational context (n = 6, 4%) or the context of
the task (n = 4, 3%). To study the contextual barriers across
search tactics, the search tactic and the context of the barrier
were cross-tabulated (see Fig. 2).

5.3 Barriers to keyword searching

Barriers related to keyword searching were mostly in the
contexts of collection (n = 70, 69%) and tools (n = 23, 23%).
Some barriers were also in the socio-organizational (n = 6,
6%) and task context (n = 3, 3%).

In the context of the collection barriers to keyword search-
ing were mainly related to the metadata of the images.
Metadata barriers were caused by the lack of incomplete-
ness or wrong/inaccurate metadata. Part of the images in the
collection had no metadata or metadata was incomplete con-
cerning, for example, the date or the place of the photograph
was taken.

As far as I remember 10 percent or 15 percent of
the photographs have no captions, so those cannot be
searched by anymeans, so they are left out by everyone.
It is a pity. [P1]

Metadata was found also incomplete, and in many cases,
photographs in one film roll contained the same metadata.

The image captions do not include the names of the
persons. The whole film roll, or I think there are many
of those, have only the caption “Mannerheim’s return
visit to Germany”. That is all. [P7]

Metadata was often too abstract and not specific enough
to meet the users’ interests. Users also struggled with the
randomness of metadata. Some images included additional
information, for example, about the photographer or the loca-
tion, but many did not. In addition, there was variation in the
locations, as some were described at the level of regions, and
others at the level of towns or even villages. Wrong or inac-
curate metadata also caused barriers. Especially the dates in
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Fig. 2 The share of barriers
across different contexts in
different search tactics

the metadata were often wrong or the names of locations or
objects in the images (such as vehicles)werewrongly named.

The big problem is of course the metadata...it is based
on the wartime captions and those have been collected
during that time. The interests were very different
compared with what they are if you study cultural or
wartime history today. So, the interest of the image
descriptions does not meet today’s research interests.
[P3]

In addition, the language used in the metadata caused bar-
riers to keyword searching. Image captions were written in
natural language, so the users needed to consider inflectional
forms, synonyms, variants, and typos when selecting the
keywords.Captions included abbreviations thatwere not nec-
essarily known by the users. Captions were written mostly in
Finnish, but some contained captions in Swedish that needed
to be considered when searching.

Barriers in the context of tools were most often related
to expectations derived frommore developed search systems
such as Google. Users expected the system to support their
keyword searching by automatically broadening the search,
taking typos and spelling variants into account and to give
recommendations.

Now we all probably use Google, and you know how it
works, it gives recommendations. Let’s say you search
with the word “sauna” and then Google can suggest
using the word “ladle” or “heater”. [P7]

Although Boolean operators were often used and found
helpful, some interviewees saw these as outdated. However,
somedesiredmore advanced search optionswhere they could
focus their search on certain or even various metadata labels.
Other barriers in the context of tools were related to a lack of
knowledge about the search system, lack of, or misleading
guidelines, and searching skills. For example, interviewees

described situations where they did not understand how they
got the results. This caused a feeling of insecurity for the
users as they did not know how the system worked.

If you search by “dog”, you’ll also get those where
it is not mentioned in the caption. There is a dog in
the image, but it is not in the caption. There is some
system behind this, but it has not been described in the
guidelines. [P9]

Socio-organizational barriers to keyword searching were
related to the lack of historical knowledge of the collection
and its metadata. The language of the captions was historical
and contained words and names of places that were not used
in contemporary language or that had changed during the
time. Captions also contained, for example, abbreviations
and propaganda jargon used during the wartime and nega-
tive expressions were avoided in the captions. Because of
the specific nature and the wartime conditions during which
the captions for the photographs were created, users had
problems imagining what the metadata could contain. They
needed knowledge about the historical context and the his-
torical language to be able to formulate the keyword queries
for searching.

Images with swastikas? Extremely delicate topic in
every possibleway, which is guaranteed not to be found
in the caption. [P1]

Barriers in the context of the task were related to the time
the interviewees had for searching with different keywords.
Users were forced to delimit their searchers in certain key-
words although they knew that all images were not found
because of the lack of time.
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5.4 Barriers to filtering

Barriers related to filtering were in the context of tools (n =
16, 55%) and collection (n = 13, 45%). Barriers in the context
of tools related to lack of filtering options, technical issues in
filtering (it did not work), and how the options were provided
in the interface. Because of the commonly shared experience
that the filtering did not work properly, many interviewees
held back from using the filters.

Basically, I don’t use at all the filters on time spans or
dates, it doesn’t just...I feel it just mixed it up, there is
something wrong with the code. [P3]

Barriers in the context of the collection were related to
metadata issues of the collection. Because the filters were
based on the metadata (e.g., the dates of the images), filters
gave wrong results or left images outside the search. Since
many images lackedmetadata about the date, users needed to
select “search from those without date” to include all images
in their search. This option was available for the Finnish
interface only. It was a major barrier for especially inexpe-
rienced users but caused incomplete results every time the
users forgot to select the button.

At first, I did not get it. It is a bit hidden in the top
corner [the option to include images without a date].
You would though it comes automatically. I can imag-
ine that many users miss this and then those without
dates are never found. [P7]

5.5 Barriers to browsing

Barriers to browsing were related either to the context of
tools (n = 9, 53%) or the collection (n = 8, 47%). In the
context of tools, barriers were related to the interface and
how results were provided. Interviewees found the interface
problematic for browsing since the thumbnail images were
small and could not be quickly browsed when looking for
details. Interviewees were also insecure about how the result
list was organized, and they wished abilities for organizing
the results, for example, according to the date of the image
to help the browsing.

The order of the results is a bit fuzzy for me. I want
them in chronological order, it would help to follow
what happened. Now it is somehow random...in a way
it has been categorized according to the photo series. I
can see there is photo one, photo two...how they were
in the film roll, but sometimes it gets mixed. [P5]

In the context of the collection, barriers were related to
the number of images to browse. Interviewees also reported
that they often lose track when browsing several images.

He said that there is this image but the only way to find
it is by browsing. We have some idea, that it was taken
during the Continuation War, but it is still four years,
so there is a lot to browse. [P2]

5.6 Other barriers to searching

Interview data contained some barriers (n = 10) related to
searching that could not be categorized into keyword search-
ing, filtering, or browsing but were more general by nature.
These barriers were in the context of tools and the collection.
In the context of tools, barriers were related to possibilities
provided by the interface to navigate and edit their search.
Interviewees using the images as research data were also
helpless in evaluating the completeness of their search results
as the interface gave no means for this. Purely technical bar-
riers included the low capacity of the website and the fact
that the interface was optimized for desktop use and was not
fully functional when used with a tablet or mobile phone. In
the context of the collection, sudden changes in the collec-
tion caused frustration when images were removed from the
database.

I remember it was in that location and I went through
all of these. I know where it was, on this last page.
And now it is not here, so it has been removed from
the gallery. Probably because it was a sensitive topic.
So...this is what happened. [P2]

Interviewees also saw the lack of resources for develop-
ing the collection as a barrier. Users were able to send error
messages and new information about the photographs to the
archive, but there were not enough personnel to integrate
this information into the collection. Because of the lack of
metadata and the large number of images in the collection,
searching in general was found time-consuming and difficult.

Often it is very slow to find even one specific image
from the big collection. [P9]

6 Discussion

Digitization of image collections has changed the work of
academic historians who are using images in their research
and writing tasks. Digital images are available for online
use, yet their searching is not as straightforward as one
might think. Our analysis based on qualitative interview
and demonstration data indicates that searching for digi-
tized images requires advanced searching skills, knowledge
about the collection and its origins, and about the histori-
cal events. Numerous identified barriers to image searching
indicate the complexity of digital scholarship. Therefore, it
is easy to understand why, for example, Mussell [45] calls
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for historically reflexive media literacy skills to understand
the influence of digitization on the archival contents.

Interviewed scholars used images for illustration and
information, which is similar to findings by McCay-Peet
and Toms [40]. However, we did not find any differences
in search behavior between the purposes of use. The pur-
poses for use, illustration, and information were overlapping
and intertwined, and they were impossible to differentiate in
this kind of real-life setting.

Our results show that expert users apply and combine var-
ious search tactics, namely keyword searching, filtering, and
browsing when searching images for research and writing
tasks. The results support the earlier findings showing the
importance of keyword searching in image retrieval [32, 38,
41]. However, according to our findings keyword searching
alone is an appropriate tactic only when the searcher has
specific knowledge about the specific image (s)he was look-
ing for (e.g., image ID). Thus, keyword searching is most
often combined with filtering and/or browsing. In addition,
our data show that the keywords used in searching do not
necessarily represent the information needs directly, but the
user’s conjecture of the words used in the image captions.
Thus, studies focusing only on the keywords used for image
retrieval, without any context of searching, do not necessarily
reveal the actual information needs of the users.

Filtering is a search tactic that can never be used alone but
it is always combined with another tactic. In many studies,
filtering is considered as a part of browsing or as a category
search [22, 38]. In this study, filtering was analyzed as a sep-
arate tactic. However, the ability to filter is always dependent
on the functionalities provided by the system and its inter-
face. In the case of this study, users applied mostly temporal
filtering. The use of filters based on image contents (color,
image type) was not observed in the data as the users were
more interested in images on a conceptual level.

Browsing was included in most cases when searching for
images, but most often browsing was used in combination
with other tactics, as alone it is time-consuming. However, in
extreme cases, historiansmay bewilling to browse thousands
of images if no other tactic is supported. Earlier studies have
shown the varying reasons for browsing, such as serendip-
ity and broadening searches [9, 22, 37, 44]. Matusiak [38]
argued that heavy browsing was related also to the lack of
computer skills. However, our findings based on interviews
and demonstrationswith expert users show that browsingwas
almost always part of the searching process and depended on
the information the user already had about the image and the
collection, not necessarily on their computer skills. In addi-
tion, all images are not available for searching by keywords
(in the case there is no metadata) and the only possible tactic
to find them is to browse. Also, the interface features may
influence users browsing behavior [49].

Historical images that were originally not intended for
research purposes, may be difficult to obtain in research.
Analysis related to the perceived barriers to image searching
showed that therewere barriers to all search tactics. However,
most of them focused on keyword searching. Most barriers
were in the context of collection and tools. Results are in
line with the study about using historical newspapers, where
searching-related barriers were also mostly in the contexts of
collection and tools [31]. Barriers in the context of task and
socio-organization are rarely related to searching activity, but
more often to planning and reporting activities. Clearly, the
main problem with the use of the case archive was the inac-
curate metadata or the lack of metadata. Our case archive
is unique in the sense that it contains historical photographs
with metadata produced during wartime. Although this type
of metadata carries historical value and evidence, it causes
many difficulties for searching the contents. The image cap-
tions work as a key to the collection but its shortcomings
(lack of incompleteness, inaccuracy) restricted the use of the
collection.

Similar problems are most likely faced by many digitized
cultural heritage collections that have limited resources for
developing the collection and the services. However, putting
efforts into creating expert vocabularies may be disappoint-
ing as studies have shown problems with the controlled
ontologies for image archives as they may become quickly
outdated or do not meet the needs of the users [56]. Studies
have even indicated an ontological gap between researchers
and information specialists in their perceptions and needs
for image metadata [46, 47]. Indeed, data are often reused
differently than what was originally intended [7]. User tag-
ging and content-based image retrieval (CBIR) have offered
new possibilities for creating metadata and supporting image
searching with a lower cost and higher density. However, the
study by Beaudoin [4] showed that CBIR was found helpful
by users interested in formal characteristics such as color,
shape, composition, and texture of the images, while users
interested in known-items, themes, or specific locations did
not find similar advantages. Archaeologists and art historians
taking part in the study by Beaudoin [4] were not interested
in CBIR systems because they wanted to rely on the textual
retrieval of images. Their finding underlines the importance
of user studies in system development, and this necessitates
the study of real-life user needs.

When there are sparse or lackingmetadata as in the present
case, automatic annotationmethods to createmetadatawould
be an option to improve the findability of the images [35].
Since users want to search with textual queries the only
option is to provide them textual annotations or descriptions.
CBIR has advanced lately, and it is already possible to rec-
ognize people, objects, events, and landscapes from images.
The novel methods allow the recognition of photographic
arrangements such as distance between objects, or camera
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and objects, or even to recognize the main characters in the
images [36, 53]. If the users are willing to use images as
search input, using reverse image search can be implemented.
If one interesting photograph is found, similar can be easily
retrieved with this kind of search tool. Automatic methods
have also been used for producing image captions with short
descriptions [8].

When images are used as research data, scholars need
information, for example, about the aboutness of data, char-
acteristics of data, metadata, and secondary information
about data [30]. Therefore, Huvila [26] calls for paradata
(data on the processes of its creation, curation, and use)
for digitally shared research data. In the case of a historical
photograph archive that contains, for example, propaganda
materials, paradata is essential for using and analyzing the
images. In addition, scholars may need paradata concerning
the digitization process of the contents (what was digitized
and what was not). Yet, the situation is not ideal as Hans-
son and Dahlgren [23] argue that research data archives do
not support describing images at the item level but provide
metadata on the dataset level and often focus on metadata
about publications. Important questions for scholars using
the images as research data include: how the collection and
the captions were created, what mistakes/missing informa-
tion there is in the data, what type of images there are in the
collection, are there gaps in the number of photographs in cer-
tain times, and how did the censorship affect the collection?

Digitalization has offered new possibilities for historical
research and has changed the way research is done. Due
to the digitization, archival materials are easily accessed
online, and new research paradigms are emerged through the
development and application of new (often computational)
methods. Research activities such as tool development and
data preparation have become new research practices in the
digital humanities [21]. Yet, these developments havemainly
focused on textual materials. There are already examples of
DH projects utilizing computational methods such as com-
puter vision for image analysis [15, 33] and using novel
methods have been discussed in the literature [1, 48]. How-
ever, future research will show the possibilities of digital and
multimodal scholarship for taking advantage of large digital
image collections.

This study does not comewithout any limitations.Because
our data collection focused on one specific image collec-
tion, our results may not be generalizable beyond similar
collections. For example, the content of the collection, the
quality of provided metadata, and the search interface influ-
ence search behavior and perceived barriers. Therefore, every
collection creates a unique user experience. However, qual-
itative case studies like the one at hand, are necessary for
gathering in-depth information about user behavior. Addi-
tionally, we analyzed only professional use of the collection
as our interviewees searched the images for their research and

writing tasks. It must be noted that image collections are used
for various tasks and by various users creating other types of
information needs and search behaviors. Thus, future studies
should broaden their scope beyond academic users.

7 Conclusions

Scholars in the digital humanities have benefited from the
efforts put into the digitization of cultural heritage collec-
tions, such as historical photographs. However, providing
digitized content openly online is not enough if there are
no sufficient means for accessing the content. This study
analyzed image search tactics and barriers to searching in
research and writing tasks in the context of a historical image
archive. Results showed that expert users apply and combine
different tactics for image searching and rarely using only one
tactic is enough.During searching users face various barriers,
most of them focusing on keyword searching. Barriers were
mostly in the context of the collection and tools. Especially,
the shortcomings of metadata related to the images caused
problems in searching. Although image searching has devel-
oped during the last years, the developments have not always
reached the digitized cultural heritage collections.

The humanities field has not been at the forefront of the
use of digital technologies. Nevertheless, the transformation
toward using digital methods in the field has been enabled by
digital collections. The digital library field has been widely
interested in textual data, but image materials need also to
be considered since the importance of images has expanded
alongwith, e.g., socialmedia images. Therefore, when devel-
oping future research infrastructure and digital libraries for
the digital humanities, it is important also to include image
data. Further, to overcome the difficulties in accessing the
information, identifying the barriers to the use of the col-
lection is necessitated. This yields a better understanding
of human information needs and may suggest information
system designs beyond data-centricmethods. Our paper indi-
cated several practical implications for supporting different
image search tactics. The most important points of develop-
ment relate to improving themetadata by exploiting different
ways of including CBIR and collaborative methods such as
user-tagging.
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Appendix A Interview guide

1. Background information

• Age/year of birth
• Education
• Academic position/place of work
• Municipality of residence

2. The context of image use

• For what kind of activities and tasks do you use the
image archive for?

• Are there any phases in the tasks? Can you describe
these phases?

• At what phase specifically do you use these images?
[How?]

3. CI: If you think about the last time you used the collec-
tion...

• What kind of searches did you make?
• How did you choose the images from the results?
• What did you look at from the images?
• Was it easy for you to find the images you needed?
In what way easy/hard?

• Did you save the images or information about the
images? Why? How?

4. Information sharing

• Do you share information about the collection with
colleagues or others interested in the same topic?

• What kind of information do you share?
• How, in which forum?

5. Suggestions for improvement and comments

• Didyouhave anydifficulties using the image archive?
What kind difficulties did you face?

• What do you think about the instructions and the
smoothness of the search in the image archive?

6. "Search engine of the perfect world"

• What would be the perfect world searching engine
like? What could you do with it?

7. Demonstration

• Think about a specific image or images that you have
searched from the collection recently.

• Can you show me how did you find the images?
• What problems did you face when searching?

8. Ending

• How was the interview?
• Can you think of anything else related to this topic?
• Do you want to name some other person you know is
using the image collection?

Thank you!
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